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J. S. News
Round the Marble Arch
Private enterprise on a small but vigorous scale has been
providing a comfortable part-time income to the gentleman
who sells hot-dogs by night not far from J.S. Marble Arch
branch. With our Vienna sausages at 2 | d . and bread rolls at
Id., the rate of profit is quite impressive if you can sell your
hot-dogs at 1/- apiece with no more overheads than the upkeep
of a converted perambulator with a primus stove in it. So
impressive in fact that J.S. agreed in a friendly way to put a few
tins of sausages aside for this enterprising character who had so
shrewdly put two and a half and one together to make twelve.
J.S. supplies, however, were limited, which is more than could
be said of the gentleman's comments on the drying up of his
source of profit.
Talking Turkey
Our Mr. Justice made turkey producers sit up with some very
straight talking about the kind of turkey the trade wants when
he gave a talk at the British Turkey Federation's Norwich
conference on September 25th. The Federation was formed
about a year ago to foster the interests of the whole turkey
industry. One of its aims is to increase the sales of turkeys by
making it an all the year round bird as well as a Christmas
treat, a change of habit that would call for some new thinking
about sizes of birds and breeding methods. At the same conference our Mr. Frost put on a trussing demonstration that
went down like a conjuring turn.
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All done without mirrors. Mr.
a turkey with a speed and skill
applause from his audience at
Turkey Federation conference
which ifas held last September.

Frost trusses With her prize tucked underneath
that brought her arm, the winner of the Head
the British Scarf competition, Mrs. Wallman
at Norwich,
of Berkhamsted Branch leaves, the
shop where she chose it.

Popular Event
The combined dances of K, Y and R sections at Wembley
Town Hall are now so popular that 800 tickets were sold without
difficulty for the third of them which was held on September
22nd. Many visitors from other branches and from Blackfriars
were present and with Mr. Dudman and Mr. Frank White as
M.C.s, and Arthur Passmore's excellent orchestra, the evening
went fast and well. Because of their popularity these sections
plan to hold more combined dances this winter.
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Air. -Alan saying goodbye to Air. Burgin, retiring
manager of Bournemouth,
and Air.
Jarvis,
retiring manager of 75 Ilford, who both retired
on the same day. Between them they had eighty-six
years of service with J.S. after starting together at
S out hall. The photograph on the right taken over
forty years ago shows the boys from this branch.
In case you can't pick them out, Air. Burgin is at
the top and Air. Jarvis is second from bottom.
Air. l^amb presenting a S-valve wireless set to
Air. Afiller, trainee salesman at Wembliy Branch
and holder of the winning raffle ticket at Wembley
Town Hall on September 22nd, when K, Y and
R sections held a combined dance.
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Birthday Celebration
East Grinstead branch celebrated the first anniversary of its
re-opening a week or two ago and to mark the occasion we
arranged a series of special offers and gifts throughout the
shop. There is no doubt that our customers approved of the
celebration arrangements for, among other things, we gave
away : 429 tea strainers, 377 flour scoops, 69 coffee measures,
214 salt cellars, 191 pepper pots, 248 jelly moulds and last but
not least 524 pickle forks which we had kept in stock since
before the war for just such an occasion ! We feel sure that
Manager Holmes and his staff enjoyed the first birthday just
as much as the customers.
True Tale from a Norfolk Market
A nice batch of white chicken were at auction, the bidding
finally settling down between one of Norfolk's best-known
dealers and one who buys not only on his own initiative but
occasionally on our behalf as well. The auctioneer, on knocking
the lot down, quoted the name of the buyer. " No, book them
to Salisbury's," he answered. A ' wag ' in the crowd chipped
in, " Is that the Sainsbury who's got a shop in London ? "
" Yes," he replied, " he's done well, he's got two now."
Getting Under Way
When the editorial committee planned the new form of
J.S. JOURNAL we wanted a section in it devoted to personal
notes and stories about the staff. In this way it was hoped we
would be able to bring you news, not only about the work and
development of J.S., but items of personal interest and news
and pictures of the activities of sections of the Staff Association.
The committee recognises that this section will stand or fall
by the co-operation of the staff. By passing on to the editor
notes about any events which have happened or are forthcoming
in your branch or section and any personal news items of
interest to other J.S. staff, you will be helping to make the
JOURNAL a more lively magazine.
S T A F F M O V E M E N T S AND P R O M O T I O N S
PROMOTION

Head Butcher Finch.

6 Norwich.

Promoted to Meat Supervisor
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MANAGEMENT TRANSFERS

L. Wrench ex Victoria to 31 Eastbourne
C J. Smith to Bournemouth
J. F. Soper ex Hook to Camberlev
S. C. Cox ex Spare to Hook
G. Bentham ex 176 Streatham to Victoria
C W. Turner ex Harpenden to 176 Streatham
S. Goddard ex Spare to I Iarpenden
|. Chapman ex Berkhamsted to Amersham
E. Gorman ex Spare to 75 llford
PROMOTIONS FROM ASSISTANT MANAGER TO MANAGER

R.
E.
A.
A.
K.
H.

V. Holder
F. A. Brown
Gilbert
A. Hannington
J. Collins
Dawson

66 Brighton to Spare List
259 Ilford to Spare List
to 130 Ealing
to Berkhamsted
to 177 Haverstock
to Northwood

PROMOTIONS TO HEAD BUTCHER

L/B
L/B
L/B
L/B
L/B

H. R. Boyden
L. S. Higgs
A. M. Millard
G. F. Woolgard
G. Evans

41 Norwich
Addiscombe
40 Avenue
51 Ipswich
Potters Bar

TRANSFER

Head Butcher F. Simmons

Potters Bar to Romford

The usual presentation has been made to the following branch female staff who
completed 25years during 1952.
Engaged
1st Clerk W. B. Parsons
Worthing
4. 4.27
L/S/W
C. E. Waldron
Weybridge
24. 5.27
1st Clerk V. Kearley
Boscombe
11. 7.27
S/W
I. E. L. Lygo
147Balham
2. 8.27
7.11.37
C.K.
M. Eagles
Oxford
Marriages in f.S. between ].S. Staff
Miss P. C. Skelton and Mr. A. J. Webb (Luton)
Miss E. J. King and Mr. H. L. Stevens (Luton)
Miss E. Parrott (Office) and Mr. R. Whiting (Engineers)
Miss J. Coburn (Office) and Mr. Woolley (Works Dept.)
Miss R. Murray (9/11) and Mr. E. B. Shaw (31 Eastbourne)
Miss C. C. Clarke (9/11) and Mr. C. A. Player (68 Croydon)

RETIREMENTS

W. G. Bond
J. Burgin
E. G. Jarvis

Head Office, J.O.
Bournemouth, Manager
75 Ilford, Manager
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30. 6.52
4.10.52
4.10.52

The following, staff retired on fitly l.r/, 1952 : —
D Maid
Miss D . Bassett
Engaged 20. 3.38
14 H o v e
L Butcher
30.11.08
165 Havcrstock
Mr. C. A. Sanders
C
l
o
a
k
r
o
o
m
Att.
Factorv
17. 3.19
Mr. J. Bugby
Sk. T r a d e s m a n
Factory
22. 4.12
Mr. 11. Roval
Painter
Works
Mr. J. G. Daniels
1. 7.12
Instructress
Facto ry
Miss C. Reynolds
10. 1.44
S Woman
5. 6.45
Tottenham
Miss J. Michaelson
Cold Store Lab. Idectrical I-.liters.
M r . W . Phelps
6. 2.41
(re-engagement)
Marvlebone
Poulterer
M r . J. Bussey
Engaged 19. 4.26
(Mr. Bussey has since been w o r k i n g part-time at the branch)
The following staff retired on September 21 th
Miss G. D u r r a n t
H Keeper
Miss H . Hastings
H Keeper
Miss A. K n o t t
FI Keeper
Airs. L. Worsley
Airs. A. C h a p m a n
Mrs.
Miss
Mrs.
Airs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Miss
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.

E. Rudder
E. Harvey
E . Pickering
F. Wilder
E . Dicks
G. J a g g a r d
E. Coleman
Al. Passfield
E . Butcher
E. Buckfield
A. H u d s o n
E . Holderness

Retired 1.9.52

H Keeper
H Keeper
H Keeper
H Keeper
H Keeper
H Keeper
H Keeper
H Keeper
Domestic Staff
Domestic Stafl
P T D o m . Stan'
P T D o m . Staff
P T D o m . Staff
P T Clerk

Mrs. A. Smith

1952 :
48 Ipswich
Hook
Tonbridge

E n g a g e d 31.10.16
17. 1.38
1930-1933
(re- engaged 29.11.43)
Somers T o w n E n g a g e d 6. 5.39
1933-1945
Bexhiil
(re-engaged 11. 1.46)
Engaged 6.11.44
I loxton
2.10.39
159 Kentish
21 E p s o m
12. 3.37
Cheam
13.11.42
I larpenden
12. 8.30
21 Watford
30. 4.47
Manor Park
28.10.40
12:16 Kingsland
19. 3.43
Somers T o w n
11. 4.49
218 Sutton
25. 5.48
Surbiton
28. 3.49
13/15 Blackfriars
14. 6.48

H Keeper

Elmers E n d

31. 5.3~

OBITUARY
With deep regret ire record the following deaths
Mrs. M. R. Mann
M r . A. E. Flibbcrd
Miss \ \ . E . Smith
Mr. Fl. A. Waters
Pensioner
Mrs. L. Jackson

Linen R o o m Factory
Attendant
R o u n d s m a n Bedford

} Jitta'eed Retired
Died
1.6.48
22.7.52
23. 4.23

Saleswoman
Roundsman

Addiscombc 14. 7.47
Marylebone 19.11.29

H Keeper

Brentwood
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10. 6.52
after long illness
—
26. 6.52
30. 5.52

19. 5.24 27.1.40

Aug.'52

The J. S. Gammon
Story
. 1 brief survey of the planning behind the
appearance of cooked ham on October 6th.
IN anticipation of adding an attractive line to the cooked
meats counter J.S. began some eighteen months ago to work
out the way to produce a boneless cooked gammon. Our aim
was to produce a gammon which could be sliced by machine
and would retain the flavour for which our ham, cooked on
the bone, was so well known before the war.
Once the first experiments were made and a technique worked
out we placed orders for new equipment over a year ago.
Then followed the intricate job of working out production
time-tables and estimates of the labour needed. Bearing in
mind the need for consistent results and for a steady flow of
production once the cooked gammon was on sale, we organised
a school at Stamford Street. There, under the guidance of Mr. R . J .
Williams, of the Bacon Department, who has nursed this project
through from the beginning, squads of men were trained in
boning and trimming until their skill with the butcher's knife
was equal to deal with the volume of gammon we expected to
cook. The later operations of cooking, pressing, cooling and
packing were also taught, so that by D-day for gammons everyone knew his or her job.
Most of us know that loss of weight, or " shrink " as we call
it, is a serious problem in cooking meat for sale. If bacon is
both smoked and cooked the loss is greater than when green
bacon is cooked. There is, however, a real superiority in
colour, flavour and consistency of the meat if smoked bacon
is used, so we decided to sacrifice some weight in order to keep
up the quality.
7

i.i.i T : Mr.
\Vincent
cuts a gammon
from a smoked side of bacon at Union
Street.

;IGIIT : The boning and trimming table
•t J.S. Factory. Deftness and skill are
ssential to keep the conveyor belt in the
•liddle of the table moving with a full load.

BELOW : A prime gammon.
Qualities
looked for are plumpness, good bright
colour, white firm fat and the right
proportion of lean to fat.

,

The whole operation takes two days. After smoking, the
gammons are cut from the sides at the Bacon Department and
delivered to the Cooked Ham Department. There, they are
butchered. Once bone, smoked surface and some fat is removed,
the gammon is packed into its mould and cooked. Cooling at
normal temperature, then in the cold store, follows, and on the
next day the moulds are turned out, the gammons wrapped and
packed and then loaded on to vans for despatch to branches.
Judging by sales and reports at the time we go to press the
welcome they are getting there is a very warm one.

ABOVE : Mr. Fowler {late of9j\\
on an electric slicer.

Croydon) making one of the frequent slicing tests

OPPOSITE
ABOVE : Mr. Lanksford demonstrates the start of the honing operation.
BELOW : Once the gammon is\boned and trimmed some of the fat is cut off and it
is packed into the cooking mould. Moulds vary in size to take different sizes of gammon.
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A Gardener's Diary

F. A. Bastie

May 4. Can start summer with clear conscience ! Have finished
building pool and filled it with water. Rained all the time,
which helped i Gardening books all say " Expect many setbacks." Consider this unnecessarily pessimistic.
May 6. Now rain has dried, find pool leaking in three places.
Little disappointed but empty it and do repairs.
Afay 8. Filled pool again. Leaks I repaired now satisfactory.
Three different ones start ! Empty pool again. (Takes 7 hours.)
May 10. Repair new leaks and refill pool. Water appears to be
running out almost as fast as it ran in and apparently leaking
everywhere. Disgusted. Begin to realise authors of gardening
books have obviously had experience. Resolve to read with
greater respect. Amused to find one author says " The first
water to fall in any good pool is perspiration." How right he is !
May 17. Planted five pot-grown marrow plants, given by
friend at the end. Name—Table Dainty. (Marrows, not the
friend.)
May 18. Bring myself to repair pool again. Fill it. (4 hours.)
May 20. Water still in pool and not leaking. Keep fingers
crossed.
May 28. Another friend brought round two sacks of disgusting
cloddy clay which is supposed to be a water lily's cup of tea,
in a manner of speaking. Placed this doubtfully in suitable wire
baskets built into bottom of pool and watched it turn to yellow
mud in water. If that is what lilies like, they have certainly
got it !
May 31. Put oxygenators and aquatics in pool. These necessary
to give proper balance and make water suitable for fish.
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June 1. Removed from pool ' submerged' oxygenators (in
actual fact floating !) which we had optimistically thrown into
water and planted them properly in pots. N o w securely
anchored beneath water.
June 2. Planted out dahlia bed. All tubers kept perfectly through
winter in wooden barrel in garage.
June 7. Went on holiday and left garden in care of friend at
end. Roses looked lovely, sorry to leave them.
June 12. Card received from friend to say strawberries fruiting
well and had picked 3 lbs. Think this jolly good and only what
he deserves for minding house and garden.
June 16. Another card—strawberries doing fine, picked 4 | lbs.!
Reflect gloomily on whether it's worth while going away.
June 21. Returned home. Relieved to find plenty more strawberries. Marrows apparently covering entire garden. Saw fish
in pool.

June 22. Friend at end says he put in three shubunkins to eat up
the thousands of mosquito larvae which have appeared in pool.
Water has turned to dirty brown ; not at all pretty.
June 23. Dahlias growing well. Good crop of cooking apples
on old tree. Name unknown, even by firm who supplied it for
a Worcester Pearmain ! Wife disappointed to find only one
pear on the Cornice and three on the Conference. Both, young
trees. Says she can't understand why the pears which she likes
best bear so poorly and the apples which I like do so well.
Foolishly point out everyone gets their just desserts and she
replies promptly she could do with a few more dessert pears !
July 3. Collected from yet another friend six adult goldfish and
put in pool.
July 9. The three shubunkins have now been in pool three weeks.
Size then 1 \ ins. Size now 3 ins. and pool cleared of larvae !
July 12. Roses doing well this year and obviously much benefited
from plenty of manure in spring. A must for our light soil.
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July 20. Relations visiting for day much taken by heather
garden. Astonished when told we had roughly fifty kinds, but
that there were over three hundred varieties in existence.
July 26. Peaches doing well. Thinning out to handspan apart
completed. Bed of polyantha roses, var. Frensham, planted out
last November, quite a wonderful sight. Never-ending succession
of crimson flowers.
August 9. Bought five Golden Orfe for pool. Distinctly orange
as compared with the red goldfish. Rather timid and dart
about with incredible speed. Water clearing a little though
still rather green.
August 15. Tried out first peach. Never one like it before !
August 23. Marrows still coming faster than we and neighbours
can eat them. Looked around for possible exhibits for the
S.S.A. Horticultural Show.
August 25. Watched garden anxiously for show items, but
everything seems suddenly to have stopped growing. Roses
have finished blooming ; beans are all lengths, and no two
alike ; ridge cucumbers decided to grow crooked for the first
time ; apples all rotten and dahlias all dead. Final crushing
blow, peaches being eaten by wasps. Decided to give up
gardening.
August 30. Proceeded into garden before breakfast to cut
exhibits for Show. Started to rain heavily. Came back indoors.
Tried again later and produced beans, marrows, cucumbers,
dahlias, one rose ! apples and a really lovely peach. Wife says
not worth taking cucumbers, but peach ought to win a prize.
Results later showed Cucumbers : 1st prize. Peach : 3rd. N o
comments. Three other prizes as well. Jolly good show.
Sept. 7. Totalled up records. Find we have picked 144 peaches
and 59 marrows. Number of peaches doesn't sound quite so
wonderful when someone tells me they have had over a thousand
on their tree ! Console myself that this is the first year ours has
fruited. Wonder if 59 marrows on five plants is a record ?

m *
•MP

\wmi\
In rolling Essex fields lies Debden, the new town where
J.S. are planning a new experiment in self-service.

New Venture in a New Town
DEBDEN, Essex, where our new self-service store is due to open
in November, is one of the London County Council new
estates, which lies some 14 miles from the centre of London in
in the open district of Chigwell, and is reached from Liverpool
Street on the Central London extension.
15
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Hoare/ 0/ traditional brick design. In all, seven different types of house construction
nave been used at Debden.

This estate is part of the Abercrombie plan, and the thought
behind this controlled expansion was to prevent London spreading indiscriminately over good agricultural land, wiping out
green breathing spaces essential for a healthy city and creating
a haphazard tangle of dwellings.
The Debden site was chosen as a reasonable compromise,
which would give the best possible site for an estate and yet
not take the best farming land in the district.
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As it turned out the site chosen is a very pleasant one on
gently rolling ground, so that it avoids monotony of appearance.
It was well wooded and many of the trees have been preserved
as well as Loughton Hall, a big Victorian house in the middle
of the estate, which is to become the local Community Centre.
The little town has a busy life going on already—most of the
4,083 dwellings on the estate are completed, schools are open
and the subsidiary shopping centres are occupied. In the industrial section six firms have factories operating and a larger factory
is under construction.
In planning these estates the London County Council have
tried to create a well-balanced community and to provide the
kind of houses and amenities which are needed by a typical crosssection of the community.
Schools were one of the first things thought about and 92
acres of the estate's 1,100 was set aside for them. There will be
seven schools in the town, and their clean modern lines and
spacious design provide a sharp contrast with the old school
buildings of 50 years ago.
Five church sites have been set aside and the Methodists
already have their Church Mall functioning.
A cinema site has been chosen at the end of the main shopping
centre, about 100 yards from our new store.
The dwellings are varied in style and though a good many of
them are the new types of house made up from factory-built
units there are traditional brick houses as well. The intention
has been to achieve variety not only in the construction and
appearance, but also in the size of dwellings. There is, for
instance, a group of one-roomed cottages specially designed for
old people, with a warden's house and recreation block nearby.
Other single-roomed dwellings, suitable for older or for single
people, are scattered about the estate.
Rents vary with the size and type of house. The singleroomed dwellings work out at about l i s . to 12s. per week.
The Cornish* unit house of four rooms will cost about 27s. to
29s., and some larger houses go up to 37/6d. a week. The
bulk of the houses are to be let at rents which lie between £\
per week and 26s. or 27s. Besides these there are a number of
*So failed because it is built with concrete blocks made iti Cornwall from the local clay waste.
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Hilger and Wates, scientific instrument makers, are building this factory at the edge
of the town.

houses to be let at £160 to £200 per year for people in the higher
income group.
When the estate was planned 62 acres were set aside for light
industry. At the moment pre-fabs occupy about 22 acres of this
space, but six factories are already in operation on this site
producing leather goods, pianos, drawing office material and
bookbinding. A larger factory to make scientific instruments
is being built and when the whole factory area is completed it
should provide local employment for some 2,500 workers.
The main shopping centre where our new store is has 28
lock-up shops in it and is a wide well-proportioned street that
promises to look very handsome when concrete mixers and the
ladders have gone. The shops have living accommodation
above them, and, as they are built on a slope, direct access to
both the basement and shop levels are from the rear service
road. From this road at the back, therefore, goods can be taken
18
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L / ^ o/ier Debden schools, Lougbton Secondary School is a fine example of clean
modern design.

at will into the preparation rooms in the basement or the shop
level. The store itself does not follow the exact lines of either
Croydon or Eastbourne since it has a single frontage and, as it
were, a " double backage " . Apart from the three check outs
the front part of the shop is traditional in that rationed goods
will be served from counters on either side.
The rear of the shop, however, opens up into a self-service
hall of our standard pattern ; two self-service gondolas and
wall shelving, there being no counters in this section. Wall
fittings are being installed. The total floor space amounts to
about three-quarters that of Croydon and the front of the
shop will be virtually all glass.
Opening arrangements are well under way, and we can only
hope that our efforts to put Debden's new shopping centre on
the map will be appreciated in the proper way by the new
township !
19

Our site looked like this before the builders got to work.
Fitting up the four-inch-thick cork insulation in the cold store walls.

. . . " ••
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Tiling the dairy and cooked
meats section.

Architect Mr. Gray, with Mr. Parker of Building
Development, solve a problem.

The main shopping centre, Debden. The new J.S. store is the one without a fascia
which will be in the familiar brown granite.

In a year an
an
a
a
a
an

Englishman consumes
Australian
New Zealander
Canadian
Dutchman
American

T o keep us at the head of the list an average
British family drinks 15 cups of tea a day
made from 35 lbs. of tea in the year. It takes
the young shoots of 150 tea bushes to
quench this thirst and a coolie 4 days to
pick the leaves. It takes a cow 2 weeks to
provide the milk and half the family's sugar
ration goes if they put one lump in each
cup. In 10 minutes a miner can dig enough
coal to make the gas to boil the water
needed, which amounts to as much as would
fall on the average family's roof-top as rain
in an average year of the British climate.
22

9 lbs. of tea
7 lbs.
d\ lbs.
3 lbs.
2 lbs.
| lb.

Badminton
Begins at
Blackfriars
T H E new Badminton Section of
the Griffin Club opened its season
on Wednesday, 1st October, by
Mr. Alan hitting the first shuttle
over the net. From then until
10 o'clock the canteen was a scene
of considerable activity and not a
little fun, and all who turned up to
play, or watch, voted the first
evening a great success.
About 60 people were present
and about half of this number
played—many of them were beginners but with the generous
and much appreciated help of the
experienced ones they were soon
finding their way around.
The Badminton Section has
certainly started off on the right
foot and it looks as though it will
Over she goes ! Mr. Alan opens be enormously popular. It was
the Blackfrtars badminton season.
formed as a result of a meeting
held in the canteen in the middle of
September to discuss what arrangements could be made for indoor
sport in the facilities provided by the canteen. This meeting was
very well attended and it was soon apparent that there were two
preferences—one for badminton and one for table tennis.
23

Mr. J. McDowell takes a high one.

A general view of one of the two courts. Players are
Mr. E. Green and Mr. B. Read on the far side of th
net, playing against Mr. S. Neale and Air. R. Pigott.

At the meeting it was stated that the cost of preparing and
cleaning the hall, providing the door-keeper and so on would
amount to about 30/- a night and added to this, of course,
would be the cost of shuttles and necessary gear. The Griffin
committee generously voted a sum to cover the running of this
section, at any rate up to the end of the financial year. This means,
of course, that instead of having to ask for an additional subscription from playing members, as was originally considered
inevitable, membership of the section is completely free and
open to all members of the S.S.A.
Judging by the success of the opening night we feel certain
that in a very short space of time this section will be one of the
liveliest in the Griffin.
LEFT. Miss B. Kerridge of Grocery Buyin
RIGHT. Mr. P. Moore, District Suj
with Mr. H. Munden on h
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77w Rose/yne ''''locking through'''' on the Seine. •

Spring Cruise Commander F. Jeyes

Skipper and stewardess.

ROUND about Christmas of last year the suggestion was made
b\ r a shipowner friend that I should relieve the Captain of one of
his ships whilst he had a holiday, and if the idea appealed t o m e ,
I could choose my own time. Thus it came about that at 3 p.m.
on Saturday, May 24th, I took over command of the motor
vessel Roselyne lying alongside Free Trade Wharf, Limehouse
way, and having signed articles myself, signed off Captain
Thomas, and signed on mv wife as stewardess at Is. per month,
let go and proceeded down river, first to Shellhaven, and thence
past Southend into the estuary and open sea.
I took the wheel during this short run to Shellhaven in
order to get the " feel " of the ship, to know how she answered
the helm, and general behaviour when in ballast. Having a
left-hand propeller she was a bit contrary, and you cannot
afford mistakes when swinging ship in a busy tideway. Steering
a ship is rather like being tactful at home. Watch her closely,
anticipate her next move, and meet her before she makes it.
The Captain's cabin was large and provided with two
portholes, a double bunk, and a good Dunlopillo settee, and it
was arranged that my wife should have the bunk, whilst T, being
a watchkeeper in a ship having but one mate, had the settee.
Being a light sleeper and fairly expert at dressing in the dark,
1 very rarely disturbed her when going on watch at night.
From Shellhaven, past Southend, the " Nore " Light Vessel
and into the estuary, down the Edinburgh Channel, round the
Elbow, N.-E. Spit and so on past the Forelands and Goodwins
gave me some good exercise, since the channels and buoyage
have changed considerably since those with which I became
familiar during 2>\ years of North Sea and Channel during the
war. At midnight, off Dover, I set course for Dungeness and
handed over, thankfully, to Bob Humphries, the mate.
My wife had remained on the bridge with me until about
10 p.m. when a cup of very thick cocoa, a choppy sea, and
tiredness sent her below. If she felt a bit uneasy she didn't admit
it, and never during the voyage was seasick. The mate was a
very Welsh and cheerful Welshman, with whom I arranged that
he was to keep the middle watch outward and the first and
morning watch homeward, no dog watches being worked as
such. This arrangement was a good one, since I was on the
bridge for practically every occasion when the master should
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be there without my watch below being disturbed to achieve it.
We were bound for Par, in St. Austell Bay, a few miles west
of Fowey, to load 350 tons of china clay in bags, destined for
Paris. The voyage down Channel was calm and uneventful, and
I steered an inshore course so that we could watch the coastline
and make the voyage more interesting for my wife. We spoke
the Owers Light vessel, and passed as close in to Start Point
and the Eddystone Lighthouse as caution advised. We were
anchored off Par at 07.00 on Monday, 26th, awaiting the pilot,
who took us over the very shallow bar at 07.30. N o stretch of
the imagination would call Par anything but an ugly dump,
everything and everywhere covered in white china clay dust,
which in rain turns into a glutinous slime and nearly drags the
soles from one's shoes. During the four days we were there, it
remained dry, and on leaving our shoes were intact. The harbour
is antiquated, but withal a very busy one now. The hinterland,
however, and the coastline is Cornwall at its best, and we
spent the days like any other visitors, returning in the evening to
look after the ship whilst the mate, whose sister is married to
a port official at Fowey, had some time ashore. The First Engineer
went sick and wired me to say he had to get to a sanatorium for
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some months. London told me they hoped to have another
engineer down by the Thursday evening, so that day, loading
completed, I ordered the pilot for high water, about 2000, and
had a party at the station to meet the new engineer and hurry
him along, since a loaded ship can cross the bar only within
very narrow limits of high water. In the event he caught the
night train and arrived next morning, arriving in time for us to
sail at 08.30 on Friday.
At Par we took aboard bonded stores for the voyage, the
ruinous prices of which are shown. This had to last us to
Rouen homeward, where T intended to get some more.
BONDED STORES ACCOUNT.

To/

1 lb.
2,500
6 No.
12 No.

Dunhill Tobacco
Players at 40/3 per 1,000
Bottles Whiskey
Bottles Gin at 65/6 per doz.
Plus 1/6 per Half Case
Carriage

£

s. d.
1 0
0 8
8 9
t;
6
1 6
1 2 0
19 "1

l
5
2
3

m

Do not get any wrong ideas, for although the crew numbered
only eight, and few of these qualified for a spirit issue, there
were pilots, stevedores, Paris and Rouen office and Port
officials, lock-keepers and a host of other whistles to wet, egos
to bolster and goodwill to earn or keep. A shipmaster does but
small service to his owners if he fails, from whatever worthy
motive, to dispense the hospitality commonly extended to a
multifarious officialdom. Incidentally, at Par I observed a
Co-op. shop which externally announced itself as self-service
and internally proved it with baskets, counter racks, gondolas
and all the other paraphernalia complete.
Our new engineer, tall, cadaverous and of gloomy mien,
and early christened " Boris Karloff" by my wife, turned out
to be a very cheerful chap, much given during the watch to
coming into the wheelhouse for a chat, to the disgust of the
mate, who reckoned he should keep his grease where it belonged,
in the engine room. As a one-voyager I was neutral. The
deck, engine room, salt water and oil don't-mix complex is too
well established to bother about, having its origin in the first
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incursion of engines into the realm of ship propulsion, dirtily
and expensively performing the service hitherto given freely by
the winds, and when all sailors were sailing ship men at heart.
Few nowadays are sailors in that sense, the old-timer sometimes
waxing emphatic on this point.
Joseph da Silva, Joe to all, cook, steward and everything
else, was our very good friend from the moment we arrived on
board. " Have a cupper tea Cap. and Missus " was his regular
two-hourly greeting and he was hurt if we refused. He messed
the crew for 27s. per head per week and did it well. A native
of Portugal, naturalised 40 years ago, he had the misfortune to
spend his first voyage to sea in a Welsh-manned barque, became
fluent in that language (for voyages foreign were long affairs
in those days) under the impression that he was speaking
English. He never really recovered from his homecoming
disillusionment, and his English to-day still bears marked traces
of his early tutelage. Lean and tough as nails—he had risen to
chief mate of a full rigged ship at one time—his cooking left
something to be desired but his kindliness and innate courtesy
made u p for any shortcomings.
This kindliness and good manners were not peculiar to
Joe, and no member of the crew spared any effort to make outstay aboard a happy one. My wife tells me the only bad language
she heard was mine. They were not always so reserved in my
presence. I can still hear Bob Humphries, when, homeward
bound at Rouen, there came alongside twenty 7-cwt. barrels
of orange curacoa to be loaded and nothing more substantial
to load them upon than empty beer cases, comic papers and
boxes of chocolate, the Paris Office having advised me to
expect light stuff only. I digress.
We set course from Par to Havre Roads, to pass eight miles
north of the Casquets, and made good time with a light following
breeze. The glass, however, was falling and heavy cloud coming
up from the south-west I was glad to anchor off Havre, which
we did at 08.00 next day. A l l a.m. our first pilot embarked and
at noon we crossed the bar and were in the Seine.
It caused some amusement when my wife, signed on, you will
remember, as stewardess, called the bridge by means of the
voice pipe from the captain's cabin and demanded that I take
her down cups of tea. She suffered much from the usual leg
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Unloading china clay at Paris.

pulling—sent to the engine room for the " K e y of the Keelson",
returning staggering under the 'weight of the heaviest spanner
that could be found. She jibbed, however, at red oil for the
port side light, and re-established herself completely by learning
to box the compass in the first three days, a feat of which the
ordinary seaman of some two years'experience was still incapable.
T o those who know the Seine, no description of mine is
necessary ; to those who do not, it could not fail to be inadequate. Suffice it to say that it is of infinite variety, as redolent
of history as it is of modern progress, from the Castle of Richard
Coeur de Lion at Les Andelys, to the great factories of Ford
and Singer, the numerous and fine bridges that have already
replaced those destroyed, many by ourselves to hinder the
German retreat, and the lush meadows and pleasant banks,
with cherry laden trees, chateaux rising from the trees with
great terraces sweeping down to the river. Pretty little villages,
like St. Pierre du Vouvray, where formerly we spent some
pleasant days at the hostelry of Charlie and Lulu Angel, "^4a
Poussin D'Argent" and who recognised and greeted us as we
summoned them with the ship's whistle in passing. In the
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evening the locks, of which there are seven to Paris, cease work,
and so does man, tying his ship up to the bank, and passing a
pleasant hour in a riverside bistro, never lonely, for all the
river folk are friendly. Some wine, a pipe of tobacco, a little
talk, the quietness of a late May evening on the Seine near
Paris, peace and the knowledge of the good day's work behind,
and so to bed. I wish I always slept as well as then.
We arrived in Paris on Whit Monday, after a very hazardous
day on the river, where it seemed every yacht in France had but
one objective, and that to cross our bows just without touching.
O u r pilot was excitable and voluble, particularly towards the
end of the day, for at every lock he had leapt aboard a barge
(he seemed to know everyone in every barge on the river)
and returned with one or more bottles of wine.
Tied up at Port Gennevilliers, a few miles below Paris, at
about four in the afternoon, the owner came down to bid us
ashore to dinner. At this point T made it clear to owner and
mate that I felt my duties had more or less ceased until such time
as I was required to take her away again, and this agreed, we
settled down to enjoy four days ashore.
Many things, missed on previous visits, we intended to do,
yet how few we did. Time was all too short. The Tombs of
Napoleon and Josephine in the Tnvalides, once again into the
Louvre, up and down the Rue de Rivoli, along the Champs
Elysees to the Cafe Colisee for lunch and in the evening dinner
and dance in the open air on Montmartre.
A very pleasant sight was a confirmation ceremony at Sacre
Coeur, a large number of little girls, clad entirely in white,
entering that beautiful and commanding church.
One evening we drove up again for the pleasure of seeing
the lights of Paris from the terrace of Sacre Coeur. A more
colourful and entrancing drive I have never had. The gaiety
of the bright lights, narrow streets lined with cafes with multicoloured striped awnings, men and women dancing in the
streets, music and singing everywhere. Remember the scene
before the Cafe Momus in " La Boheme " ?—There you have
it. We shall go again to Paris, and in the time between think
occasionally of those people whom Robert Louis Stevenson
made to say, "Duns k journee nous /ravaillons, mais dans k soiree
nous sommes serieux"
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To return to the Roselyne, which we did to find her practically
loaded. The cargo consisted of tons of comic papers of lurid
type, printed in English, chocolate, meat loaf, empty beer cases,
timber, and at Rouen liqueurs—not bad for an impoverished

Confirmation day at Sucre Coeur.

nation I thought. I would have liked longer to explore Rouen,
but time was limited, and we could not even visit the Cathedral,
though we admired its lovely exterior. We left Rouen on
Saturday morning and that night dropped our pilot at Havre,
and set course once again for Dungeness.
O n Sunday morning we were off the point and turned east,
and as we rounded Dover it started to blow from the S.W.
again, making us glad of the lee of the Kent shore, which
continued to protect us for the remainder of the voyage. We
had been fortunate, for each gale had found us just entering a
river and our days at sea had been calm and peaceful.
I took a pilot aboard at Gravesend and we berthed once
again at Free Trade Wharf at 1.30 a.m. on Monday, cleared
Customs and went to bed for a few hours. Eight hours later,
the ship entered inwards, and our farewells complete found me
back at Sail Street.
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W I T H Christmas just round the corner and preparations for
it well on the way, we asked Peek Frean to tell us something
about Mrs. Peek's Puddings which have been one of their
very successful and consistent lines for so many years. The
recipe is an old one. So old that it is almost one of the firm's
traditions. And in spite of material shortages they keep to it
or so close to it as no matter.
In pudding manufacture Peek Frean's say one of the most
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important factors is the physical condition in which the
ingredients are delivered to the mixer. These ingredients,
flour, fat, fruit (currants, sultanas and raisins), peel, spices
and flavouring, go through careful laboratory examination
before they are passed as fit for use. The experts, whose palates
have been developed by long practice, claim to be able to
distinguish the smallest variations in flavour and if necessary
the balance of the mix is adjusted according to their findings.
Fat may be regarded as perhaps the most important single
ingredient in Christmas puddings, for it affects the flavour
and keeping qualities considerably. Apart from the careful
laboratory examination, particular care is taken with the fat,
which must be stored in cool and dry places and not removed
from its containers until required for use. Boxes or cartons
are opened well away from any manufacturing process, as nails
have a habit of coming out of such boxes rather easily. The
fat is fed to a machine rather like an overgrown domestic mincer
and forced through a finely-pierced plate to remove any foreign
matter that may have got into it.
We all know the state of such fruits as currants, sultanas and
raisins, and the housewife will always wash these before use.
Peek Frean's do the same thing on a larger and more efficient
scale. Fruit is washed, not soaked, in a machine designed to
rinse oft" any foreign matter. The arrangement is such that the
fruit is carried along by a flow of water over a series of "weirs",
while the relatively heavier stones, sand, etc., are left behind.
Once through the machine, the washed fruit is fed automatically
to a conveyor, where a powerful permanent magnet removes
any iron or steel traces. Any remaining stalks or splinters of
wood are removed by operatives alongside the conveyor. After
this washing and sorting, the fruit passes to a centrifuge, where
all surface water is spun off and it is then ready for use.
Sugar is selected mainly for its flavour—and what differences
there are, from the treacly taste of the raw sugars to the almost
flavourless sweetness of the highly refined white ones. Preparation in the main is by sieving, but once again the permanent
magnet comes into use to remove such undesirables as nails.
The next stage is mixing the pudding batter, all the prepared
ingredients having been assembled in the Mixing Room where
white-uniformed operatives weigh or measure out accurately
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all the ingredients in the correct proportions of the recipe.
The ingredients are placed in a large mixer, with a capacity of
about a quarter of a ton, and stirred until really well mixed.
The pudding batter is then poured into stainless steel bowls
and taken to the depositor which feeds a fixed quantity of the
pudding mixture into a mould.
Peek Frean supply some of their puddings in basins and
some, without basins, completely enclosed in cellulose film. In
the first case, the pudding mixture is delivered from the depositor
directly into the basin, already greased and dusted with flour to
make sure that the pudding really will turn out well on Christmas
Day. For those not supplied in basins there is an ingenious
device which inserts a lining of film into a basin-shaped mould.
The pudding mixture is deposited into this lining, in which
it is cooked.
Although the pudding depositor is set to deliver a fixed
amount of batter, every precaution, is taken to ensure that the
full net weight is given, and for this reason a continual check
on the deposited weight is maintained and the quantity of
batter is adjusted if necessary. The puddings, in their moulds
or basins, now pass along a conveyor to the cookers. They are
taken from the conveyor to special wire trays and then placed
on racks in large cookers. A pudding needs very thorough
cooking to obtain good flavour and satisfactory keeping
qualities, but re-heating by the buyer must be considered, so it
must not be over-cooked or it will develop a " burnt caramel "
flavour. Cooking conditions are therefore carefully laid down
and rigidly controlled.
After cooking, the puddings are stored on racks in controlled
atmospheric conditions so that they may become " surface
dry ". Before being finally wrapped, samples from each batch
are examined by the laboratory and tasted by the "flavour
experts ". Theirs is the final verdict and once the batch is
approved it is wrapped and the puddings move on towards
their goal—somebody's Happy Christmas.
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" PRE-DISPATCH Quality Control " is what
George Taylor looks after at the J.S.
Factory, but the name of his job gives
no idea of its complexities. H e is the eyes
and palate and nose of the branches, and
he passes or rejects every batch of goods
dispatched from the factory whether made
there or elsewhere. Six years at Forest Hill
gave him a very clear idea of the branches'
point of view about the factory products.
Every day he checks every batch of pies or
sausages for flavour, appearance, accuracy of
weight, coding and packing. Tasting is
only one of the checks but naturally a most
important one. For five years he has been
sampling our factory-produced goods and
has developed a Sherlock Holmes palate
that can distinguish variations of flavour
and lack of balance in a mix without hesitation. A missing ingredient is as obvious
to him as a flat tyre to a motorist. H e has
also developed an almost instinctive eye
for a " wrong ' u n " , and if there does
happen to be a pie with too much jelly or
a sausage gone wrong, George seems to
pick that one every time. But though he
must rely on tasting for many products, he
believes that the sense of smell is even
more important and less easily dulled when
a series of products have to be checked. All
this testing of food, he says, made him
rather " choosy " about his own meals and
he never has any appetite for lunch though
he eats a good breakfast and dinner in the
evening. H e says his wife has got used to
his preference for tasty, well-flavoured
food, though to begin with she found it
rather a puzzle to cater for a " professional
palate " .
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George Taylor

J. S. jobs
First of a series
about people and
the jobs they do
for IS.

Down on the Farm
Climate and planned exploitation of the
land created the New

Zealand dairy

industry which supplies forty per cent, of
our butter in the United Kingdom.
W H E N the dairy farmer in New Zealand hands over his containers of cream to the collector from the local butter factory,
he knows to-day that it's as good as putting money in the
bank. His end of the long chain that leads from pastures to
shop counter is securely anchored in a prosperous industry.
This security took two or three generations and a lot of hard
times to create, but it now operates smoothly enough for him
to feel confidence in gearing his whole way of life t o it. Confident enough to develop a dairy industry based on peculiar
local conditions and which because it is the second largest
money earner in the country's exports gives him a real standing
in the community.
The peculiarity of the New Zealand dairy industry lies in
the unusual combination of climate and pasture growth. The
soil in its natural state is not exceptionally fertile, but it was
found that pasture lands, top-dressed each year with superphosphates, would give you a crop of grass that went on growing
right through twelve months of the year and still left a surplus
for spring fattening.
D o w n the eastern coast of N e w Zealand the land has long
been given over to sheep farming, but the west coast farmer
when he got to grips with his problem found that dairy farming
was the most economic way of using the soil. Besides the
rich pasture the climate was mild enough to keep the herds
grazing and giving a high yield of milk all through the year.
And in case the cows did feel the cold they were provided with
tight woven covers during the winter months. That kept them
cosy and contented which, after all, is one of the first things to
think about if you want to keep your herd in milk.
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:®I
Brooklands near New Plymouth. A dairy pasture cleared in native bush.

Communities of small farmers grew up all over the western
half of New Zealand where the rainfall is plentiful but well
distributed through the year. The milking cows there, and in
a few other parts of the country, amount to about a million and
three-quarter animals or about one cow to each inhabitant of
the country. Life on these farms would probably seem to the
town dweller to be rather isolated and limited, but perhaps
because distances are big and the routine of dairy farming is so
inescapable a good deal of lively social life has been created in
an effort to overcome the monotony.
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77^ dairy farmer's borne. Built of wood, once the cheapest and best material available,
this house is typical of thousands of New Zealand homes.

A typical farm of 150 acres will usually be a family business.
Father and sons will work it sometimes with some hired help,
depending on the size of the family, and at harvest time neighbours will expect, and give, co-operation in getting in a reserve
of winter feed. The farmer's family start learning how to run
the farm from the time they can carry a bucket or tie a leg-rope
and are expected as they grow up to take a pretty active part in
the work. They help with the milking before they go off to
school and they may have to make a twelve or fifteen mile
journey to the nearest school-house. In earlier days they would
take it for granted that they rode to school and back, sometimes
two or even three up on one horse, but school buses are the
usual transport to-day.
From these country schools there is a steady flow of students
to Massey Agricultural College in the North, or Canterbury
College in the South Island. There, besides their normal education, they learn the technique of farming on the College land.
The men to run the farms get a sound training, and a great deal
of independent research can be carried out in collaboration
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Devon Street, New Plymouth. Main street of the centre of the dairy industry in
Taranakj province.

with State departments. At Massey, for instance, constant
research into breeding from proven sires is carried on in order
to build up true breeding herds which will combine long life
with high milk yields. The blending of pasture grasses and the
effects of fertilisers are also studied. New Zealand soils being
deficient in phosphates makes this an important problem, and
when during the war years the country was cut off from its
normal supplies of phosphate, fertilisers were rationed. The
newest technique is to spread the fertiliser by plane, and in the
past year 100,(300 tons of fertiliser were spread this way.
The interest of the dairy farmer in the quality of his product
results from two causes. Firstly, the cash incentive of higher
prices for better grades and secondly from the fact that almost
all the land suitable for dairy farming is already being exploited
and the industry can therefore only expand in quality by improving herds, pasture or management technique. This tendency
is encouraged by the system of tests and records built up by
the Department of Agriculture over the past forty years, with
the result that 85 per cent, of the milking herds are now Jerseys.
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Of these herds 90 per cent, are machine milked. A 150-acre
farm will carry, without strain, a herd of 90 Jerseys and they
can be milked in a couple of hours, working in relays of
six cows being milked while the next six are leg-roped and
washed. The milk, if it is to go to a butter factory, is separated
in an adjoining dairy and the skim is set aside usually for pig
food. Pig raising has now become a parallel job to dairy farming
and the pig population rises and falls with the number of cows
in milk. In their efforts to get the best possible use out of their
dairy products, some New Zealand dairy companies have built
up big piggeries in which butter milk is the staple diet.
The farmer's nightmare in any country is the fluctuation of
the prices he gets for his produce. Working, naturally enough,
on the assumption that he will make a profit out of his farm, he
is encouraged by good years to borrow money for building
milking sheds or to buy a pedigree bull or install machinery and
make improvements which will give him a more efficient farm.
Then a drop in world prices hits him and he finds that all his
efforts go into paying off debts. Hard times of this kind hit
New Zealand farmers so badly that in the 'thirties the Government evolved the Marketing Act and the Marketing Department.
The idea was that the State would, after taking into account
all the factors in production, fix a fair price for butter fat, and
the farmer would know within reasonable limits how much
bis yearly income was going to be. Within the scheme there
are arrangements for testing and grading which make allowance
for variations in quality and so give a real incentive to a farmer
to improve his product. Then, once the dairy produce is loaded
for export, the State buys the lot and sells it through its Marketing Department—mostly to the United Kingdom, where they
supply about 40 per cent, of the butter we consume.
So when the farmer passes over his cream to the collector
from the butter factory, he knows that it is going to be weighed,
sampled and graded when it gets there and that three times a
month a composite sample is tested. He knows that payment
to him will be made on the basis of this testing and sjradin<r,
and probably, if he is like farmers everywhere else, he is mildly
suspicious of the whole business. But he knows that the testing
and grading is subjected to State inspection at frequent intervals
and his returns are steady enough for him to plan well ahead.
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FILLING the stomachs on which Nrpoleon's
armies marched was a real headache to
the French Government of 1795. Seeking
a method of preserving food they offered
a prize in that year to anyone who could
invent a practical scheme for preserving
food for the Q.M. stores. Nicolas Appert,
a confectioner who was born just 200 years
ago on October 23rd, 1752, gave up his
trade and threw himself wholeheartedly
into the search for a solution to the problem. Bacteriology was unknown and
chemistry was still in its earliest stages, but
in spite of this Appert hit on the method of
heating and sealing and in his crude laboratory he worked out a system using cork
stoppered glass jars sealed with wax. The
system worked and Appert was acclaimed,
his work praised by the eminent, scientist
Gay-Lussac, and he was awarded the prize,
though it took him till 1809 to collect the
12,000 francs award. His methods were
explained in a volume he published in 1810
and were based on careful selection of
material, rapid processing, airtightness of
containers and correct heating—in fact the
same principles that operate in a large-scale
cannery today. Appert continued his researches and he produced the earliest concentrate tablets of meat and fruit juices.
Later, working on techniques for preserving wines and milk by heat he opened
the way for pasteurisation and Pasteur
acknowledged the importance of Appert's
work to him in his own researches.
Appert died in 1841 in great poverty.
All the money he ever made had been sunk
in the researches which made possible the
vast canning and preserving industries of
the twentieth century.
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Joan Lindsay and Molly Gaylor in a tense moment in the third act.

Stamford Players' first Thriller
" T H E DONOVAN A F F A I R " is the Stamford Players' first attempt

at a thriller and its reception on Monday, October 6th, at South
Croydon certainly justified this new departure. T h e audience
were undoubtedly thrilled and mystified, although at times,
perhaps, a little incredulous. But that was not the fault of the
Stamford Players, because " The Donovan Affair " is not a good
play. It certainly produces sufficient murders—or attempted
murders—but the author, like the Police Inspector, has difficulty
in providing a convincing solution to end the case.
But all the more credit to the Stamford Players for making
it a success. There was a good performance by Albert Heaver
as Inspector Killian. His energetic investigations were alive
and effective and he held the play together admirably. O n e
point that particularly stood out was his ability to move well
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and look the part. This was regrettably absent in several performances on the First Night ; it is never sufficient to speak
the part perfectly if your movements are unnatural.
Jeanette Johnson as Jean Rankin and Molly Gaylor as the
" wicked " Stepmother, both did well in parts that were far
from easy. It was a pity that Horace Carter (played by Valentine
Dever) was murdered so early in the evening, thus depriving us
of a most convincing performance.
It is always dangerous to single out a few names from any
amateur production that has been enjoyable, and where success
is due to the performance of the whole cast rather than that of a
few " stars ". Sam Murray as a police constable and Charles
Putt as a not so gentlemanly gentleman's gentleman both deserve
mention. They amused us and made the very best of their parts.
Despite all criticism " The Donovan Affair " was a success
and Mr. Albert Appleby should be congratulated on his production. He particularly excelled in handling a large number of
people on a very small stage. He was lucky in having the
services of Mr. George Tyers, who designed and constructed the
scenery most expertly.

The first act closes dramatically with a second murder.
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Amongst the numerous recipes for cake-making, here is an addition well worth
trying. Keep it at least a fortnight before cutting.

Fruit Cake-Rich and Dark Makes 2] //,..
INGREDIENTS

I lb. flour.
{ lb. butter or margarine.
I lb. currants.
1 lb. sultanas. .
2 teaspoonfuls spice.
2 ozs. mixed peel.

6 ozs. demerara sugar.
1 oz. ground almonds.
2 ozs. glace cherries.
\ teaspoonful bicarbonate soda.
1 pint stout.
Rind of one lemon.
2 e<i<rs.

METHOD

Beat eggs well and leave in readiness. Prepare fruit and mix with
a little flour. Rub fat well into flour until vou achieve the fine
bread-crumb effect.
Add fruit and other drv ingredients with the exception of bicarbonate soda. Stir well and make a hole in centre of mixture.
Heat stout in small saucepan, add bicarbonate soda and stir
quickly. While the liquid is still frothy pour into centre of
ingredients.
Add the eggs and beat well for 10 minutes. Pour into lined tin
and bake at Regulo. 1 for 4 hours.
{'or those who wish to make an unusual jam, and at the same lime utilise their
surplus tomatoes, here is a recipe we recommend.

Tomato Jam K,,/ or

Green.

INGREDIENTS

4 lbs. tomatoes.
4 lbs. sugar.

2 lemons or 2 tablespoonfuls tartaric acid.
2 tablespoonfuls water.

METHOD

Skin tomatoes by dipping into boiling, and then into cold, water.
Cut into halves and put into saucepan (not copper) with water,
grated rind of lemon, lemon juice or tartaric acid.
Bring to boil and simmer gently for 10-20 minutes until tender.
Remove from heat and add sugar. Stir until dissolved. N o w
reboil until setting point is reached. Allow to cool and jar in
the normal way.
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A sustaining and warming dish for chilly November

days.

Curried Rabbit
TNGREDIENTS

1 chopped rabbit.
2 tablespoonfuls coconut.
1 chopped onion.
1 apple peeled and chopped.
1 tablespoonful curry powder.
2 ozs. flour.

2 ozs. sultanas.
1 tablespoonful lemon juice.
2 ozs. fat.
2 teaspoonful sugar,
i teaspoonful salt.
| pint stock.

METHOD

Steep coconut in boiling water for 20 minutes. Heat fat
in a large pan and add onion and apple. Cook gently until they
are soft and golden brown. Sprinkle in curry powder and
flour mixing gently with wooden spoon. Cook for a few minutes
and add stock. Stir until mixture boils, add sultanas, sugar,
salt, lemon juice and water strained from coconut. Pour sauce
into large casserole and leave in very low oven for 45 minutes.
Cut meat into small cubes and stir into sauce. Reheat in a
moderate oven for 25 minutes.
Serve with a dish of boiled rice and sweet chutney.
Rice.

Allow a large handful of rice to each person. Wash the rice,
put into a pan of boiling water with one teaspoonful of lemon
juice and two teaspoonfuls of salt to each quart of water.
Boil for about 10 minutes until the grains are soft but not
soggy. Drain in a sieve, rinse in cold water and dry in cloth.
Reheat in the oven. This keeps the grains separate and dry.

Cook's Tips

To clean fat free from flavour fry a piece of
bread or potato in it and the fat will be
purified, e.g., fish and onions.
To make your omelette light and airy
separate the volk from the white, and beat
the white until stiff, add to this the seasoned
yolk slightly beaten, fry in a little fat.
T o weigh syrup if flour is used in the recipe
add the syrup to the flour in the scale pan
and it will tip out easily without sticking.
T o get syrup out of the tin easily just warm
the spoon before using it.
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Badminton begins at Blackfriars
see page 23

